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INTRODUCTION
Pneumatic artificial muscle (PAM) is a relatively new kind of elastic pneumatic actuator. Simply put, PAM is a cylindrical rubber bladder surrounded by a braided fibre sheath, with both ends closed [1] . When supplied with compressed gas, the bladder experiences radial expansion, consequently generating axial contraction and exerting a pulling force on an external load [2] . Owing to its particular structure and materials, PAM has several unique advantages compared to hydraulic and electric actuators, for instance, high power-toweight ratio, compact size, inherent compliance, as well as low cost [3] and [4] . Therefore, PAMs are increasingly used in industrial applications [5] to [7] , bionic robots [8] to [10] , surgical instruments [11] , rehabilitation devices [12] to [14] , and so forth.
For a PAM, the input is internal pressure, while the outputs are contraction length and pulling force. In other words, the contraction length and pulling force depend on the internal pressure. Thus, the position or force control of PAM is based on the control of internal pressure. However, the relationships between the length and internal pressure in the pressurizing and depressurizing processes are different. The same are true for the relationships between the force and internal pressure. These differences are called length/ pressure hysteresis and force/pressure hysteresis, respectively, and are caused by the elasticity of the bladder, and the friction between the inner tube and the outer sheath [15] . The hysteretic behaviour increases system nonlinearity and makes it more difficult to achieve precise position or force tracking control. To deal with this problem, one possible solution is to build a mathematical hysteresis model and utilize its inversion for hysteresis compensation to obtain the approximately linear response of PAM.
To date, many investigations of the hysteresis modelling of PAM have been made. Van Damme et al. [16] studied the hysteresis behaviour of pleated PAM, and found that the dimensionless force was independent of gauge pressure and contraction rate. A Preisach-based hysteresis model was built for the force/contraction characteristics, which only performed well in the contraction range from 7 % to 20 %. Through investigation, Vo-Minh et al. [17] to [19] found the pressure/length hysteresis and the force/ length hysteresis [20] were quasi-rate independent and history dependent, and could be described by the Maxwell-slip model. Then they further extended their work to model the torque/angle hysteresis of a joint driven by PAMs in antagonistic configuration, using the model derived for individual PAMs [21] . Frank Schreiber adopted the classical Preisach model to describe the static hysteresis behaviour of a manipulator driven by antagonistic PAMs and then used its inversion for feedforward hysteresis compensation [22] and [23] . Kosaki and Sano [24] also constructed the contraction/pressure hysteresis model in the form of the Preisach model for compensation of a parallel manipulator driven by three PAMs. Ito et al. [25] modelled the length/pressure hysteresis of a PAM at a certain external load using a stop model, which was a function of the contraction ratio and applied load. Lin et al. [26] investigated pressure/length hysteresis characteristics for a dual PAM system using three different models, including a Prandtl-Ishlinskii model, a Bouc-Wen model, and a Maxwell-slip model. Comparisons indicated that the former two models were more effective than the third one.
Among the above studies, the Preisach model is the most widely used because of its applicability in various hysteretic actuators, such as electromagnetic actuators [27] , piezoceramic actuators [28] and [29] , and magnetostrictive actuators [30] . However, its mathematical form is highly complex, making it difficult to derive the analytic inverse model. In contrast, the Prandtl-Ishlinskii model has simple play operators, which facilitate calculation of the inverse hysteresis model [31] and [32] . Nevertheless, it is not applicable to modelling asymmetric hysteresis behaviour, owing to the symmetric property of the classical play operators [33] and [34] . This paper is mainly intended for the modelling of the asymmetric length/pressure hysteresis of PAM, which is essential for position tracking control. Based on the classical Prandtl-Ishlinskii model, a modified Prandtl-Ishlinskii (MPI) model is proposed by replacing the classical play operators with more flexible elementary operators. This model utilizes two independent operators to describe the ascending branch and descending branch of hysteresis loops respectively. In addition, the model parameters can be identified using a recursive least square algorithm within several steps.
The remaining content of this paper is organized as follows. First, the isotonic experiment setup for measuring the length/pressure hysteresis of PAM is presented. Then the MPI model is introduced in detail. After that, the MPI model is identified and verified using experiment data. Finally, some conclusions and discussion points for future work are given.
LENGTH/PRESSURE HYSTERESIS OF
PNEUMATIC ARTIFICIAL MUSCLES
Experimental Apparatus
In this study, an isotonic experiment is carried out to measure the relationships between the contraction, internal pressure, and an external load of a PAM [35] . Currently, there are several PAM manufacturers including FESTO located in Germany, Shadow in the UK, and Bridgestone and HITACHI in Japan. Among them, the PAMs from FESTO are the cheapest and the most readily available. Thus, a commercial PAM from FESTO (DMSP-20-180) is adopted in the experiment, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The inner diameter and nominal length of the contractable membrane are 20 mm and 180 mm respectively. The maximum permitted contraction ratio of the PAM is about 25 % under the maximum operating pressure of 0.6 MPa. 
Measurement of Length/Pressure Hysteresis
The length/pressure hysteresis of a single PAM was measured using the above experimental apparatus. To reduce the impact of the acceleration of the applied load, the experiment was carried out under the assumption of a quasi-static process. The process of the experiment is as follows. In the initial state, the gauge pressure inside the PAM was zero, and the PAM was at its full length with a certain load hanging below. Then the PAM was pressurized and depressurized following a reference pressure signal in the form of triangle-wave with various amplitudes. The amplitudes decreased from 0.6 MPa to 0.2 MPa at a constant interval of 0.1 MPa. Fig. 3 shows the reference pressure signal. During this process, the internal pressure and contraction of PAM were measured and recorded. To obtain the relationships between the length/pressure hysteresis and applied external load, the above process was repeated in different cases where the applied load was 1 kg, 2 kg, 3 kg, and 4 kg, respectively.
When the experiment was completed, the measured data were plotted and then analysed. external load is 1 kg, 2 kg, 3 kg, and 4 kg, respectively. The contraction ratio ε is calculated using the following equation:
where DL is the measured contraction, and L is the nominal length of the PAM. According to these four figures, several findings can be suggested as follows. First, hysteresis loops including the major loop and minor loops exist between the contraction ratio and internal pressure of PAM. The hysteresis loop formed under the maximum input pressure is termed the major loop. The loops inside the major loop are termed minor loops, which are formed when the input extrema are less than the maximum value. Second, all the hysteresis loops are asymmetric. Fig. 8 presents the major length/pressure hysteresis loops with different loads. It is quite clear that these major loops almost coincide. Then the third finding can be obtained, i.e. when the external load is small, the length/pressure hysteresis is not dependent on the external load.
LENGTH/PRESSURE HYSTERESIS MODELLING

The Classical Prandtl-Ishlinskii Model
The classical Prandtl-Ishlinskii hysteresis model uses the summation of a finite number of weighted backlash operators with different thresholds to characterize hysteresis behaviour in the continuous space, as presented in Fig. 9 . Analytically, suppose C m represents the space of the piecewise monotone and continuous functions, and 0 = t 0 < t 1 
where w(t) is the output of the backlash operator, r is the threshold value, and w 0 is the initial condition. According to the initial consistency condition, it will have:
The input-output relationship of the above backlash operator is shown in Fig. 10 . Then the output of the hysteresis model can be written as:
where p is a constant parameter, and q is the density function that needs to be identified from the experimental data.
To facilitate calculation and application of the hysteresis model in computer programming, it is necessary to approximate the integral using summation. Thus, the classical Prandtl-Ishlinskii hysteresis model in the discrete form can be expressed as:
with n representing the number of backlash operators.
Research has shown that the classical PrandtlIshlinskii model only works well for characterizing symmetric hysteresis loops. Then its viability and effectiveness are checked using the experimental data. The model validation result is shown in Fig. 11 , by comparing the measured length/pressure hysteresis loop with the simulated hysteresis loop. Obviously, the classical Prandtl-Ishlinskii model cannot describe the hysteresis behaviour of the PAM. 
The Modified Prandtl-Ishlinskii Model
Since the classical Prandtl-Ishlinskii model is only valid for symmetric hysteresis description, a new MPI model is proposed to characterize the asymmetric length/pressure hysteresis of the pneumatic artificial muscle. According to the changes of input signals, a whole hysteresis loop can be divided into two parts: ascending branch for input increase and descending branch for input decrease. Therefore, the MPI model is also based on two independent asymmetric play operators: the play operator of the ascending branch and the play operator of the descending branch. The two play operators describe the ascending hysteretic nonlinearity and descending hysteretic nonlinearity of the system, respectively. Moreover, their combination is capable of modelling the full hysteresis loop. The two play operators are subject to the following constraints: . Therefore, the measured data of the isotonic experiment, i.e., the internal pressure and the contraction ratio denoted as (x i , y i ) need to be normalized from the physical space to the model space to satisfy the constraints first before they can be used for the identification of model parameters [38] . When the identification is completed, the outputs of the hysteresis model are transformed back to the physical space. The normalization of measured data from the physical space to the model space is defined as: 
The thresholds r of the elementary play operators are predefined as:
The whole identification process can be divided into two steps. First, the weightings of the elementary play operators are identified with the measured data of the major hysteresis loop. After that, the coefficients of the quadratic polynomial function are calculated with the measured data of the minor hysteresis loops. The model parameters are identified using a recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm, which is one of the most well-known algorithms used in signal processing, parameters estimation and system control which recursively finds the coefficients minimizing a weighted linear least squares cost function relating to the training data. It has several unique advantages, such as fast convergence rate, easy programming, and avoiding the eigenvalue spread problem. RLS algorithm works as follows: when the observations of the system parameters are obtained, the new observations are updated by adding a correction to the old values, and then the process iterates until the observations reach acceptable accuracy. The parameter iteration law is given by: (14) with q(k) representing the observations of the k th estimation. The iteration law ensures that the parameters will converge to stable values after several steps of iteration.
The number of play operators determines the accuracy of hysteresis modelling. More play operators will guarantee higher accuracy but demand heavier computation. Fig. 14 shows the major length/pressure hysteresis loops simulated by MPI models with different numbers of play operators. It can be easily found that when the number is greater than or equal to 20, the model can predict the major hysteresis loop with sufficient accuracy. Table 1 
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, a modified Prandtl-Ishlinskii model is proposed to model the asymmetric length/pressure hysteresis behaviour of PAMs. The proposed model is combined with two asymmetric play operators which are used to independently describe the ascending branch and descending branch of the hysteresis loops. The model parameters are identified using the recursive least square algorithm, making the identification process very simple and convenient. Compared to existing hysteresis models, the benefits of the proposed MPI model are in its relatively more concise mathematical form and its high validity and effectiveness in reproducing the asymmetric length/ pressure hysteresis including both major hysteresis loop and minor hysteresis loops. Furthermore, the MPI model can simplify the derivation of the inverse hysteresis model. In fact, the inversion of the length/pressure hysteresis can be obtained in a more straightforward way instead of mathematical computation. More precisely, taking the contraction ratio as the input and the pressure as the output, the inverse length/pressure hysteresis model can be directly identified from measurements using the proposed MPI model. The above benefits suggest that the new MPI model can play some role in the hysteresis compensation of PAMs. Therefore, it will be interesting to study its implementation in the position control of a single PAM and/or robotic joints actuated by PAMs. In this work, only the quasi-static hysteretic behaviour of PAMs is studied because the dynamic hysteresis is too complicated to be modelled precisely. When the MPI model is applied to dynamic systems, various model uncertainties and external disturbances that will affect its effectiveness remain. However, some intelligent control methods, such as nonlinear adaptive control and robust nonlinear control can deal with the above issue. Therefore, in the future, we will focus on researching a position controller that combines the robust feedback control scheme with MPI model-based hysteresis compensation to achieve better position tracking performance of PAMs.
